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Introduction
While designing gear and spline teeth, the root fillet area and 
the corresponding maximum tensile stress are primary design 
considerations for the gear designer. Root fillet tensile stress 
may be calculated using macro-geometry values such as mod-
ule, minor diameter, effective fillet radius, face width, etc. 
However, the cutting tool geometry and manufacturing process 
parameters can create microgeometry features, which can great-
ly influence the actual tensile stress in the root fillet area.

This paper will discuss a specific example regarding paral-
lel-sided splines manufactured with a finish-hobbing process 
(Fig. 1). Hobbing is a tooth generating process, and the root fil-
let geometry is solely determined by the geometry of the hob 
cutter rack form. Other hob cutter features — such as the num-
ber of threads and number of gashes — also influence the gen-
erated hob scallops in the fillet area. For this discussion, stress 
concentrations caused by root fillet generating scallops were 
observed on shafts.

To estimate the value of these root fillet stress concentrations, 
two methods were used: an ISO 6336-3 stress correction factor 
for notches in fillet areas and a finite element analysis method. 
Both methods for estimating the stress correction factor were 
performed on components for two unique hob tool designs. 
FEA results will be used to verify the ISO 6336-3 method can be 
applied to parallel-sided splines.

Background
The scope of this study is a parallel-sided spline that is finish-
hobbed prior to heat treatment. Multiple applications over a long 
period of time have proven the spline’s design intent and dem-
onstrated reliability. However, there was an observed difference 
between different suppliers in terms of demonstrated reliabilities 
within specific vehicle applications. Components from all sup-
pliers met the drawing requirements in terms of specified spline 
geometry, heat treatment, and other dimensional requirements. To 
further explain the reliability differences between suppliers, this 
project was initiated.

For one particular part number that uses this parallel-sided 
spline specification, multiple samples from different suppliers 
were obtained. Supporting documentation relative to the cutting 
tool design for each supplier was obtained as well. After com-
paring the different samples and looking for differences between 

the hardware and cutting tool information, it was observed that 
the generated fillet radius was different between suppliers at the 
micro-geometry level. All suppliers met the drawing requirement 
of a minimum fillet radius (rf) at a macro-level. In particular, the 
height and radius of the hob tool generating scallops are unique 
between the two samples. A comparison of a root fillet area for 
Supplier A and Supplier B is shown below in Figure 2.

Additional clues for the difference between reliabilities were 
revealed with metallurgical examination. Crack origination 
points were found within the fillet area. Furthermore, the initia-
tion points corresponded to small radii related to the hob gener-
ating scallops.

Analysis
To quantify the effect of the hob generating scallops, an initial 
estimation of the increase tensile stress was made per ISO 6336-
3:2006, section 7.3 — “Stress correction factor for gears with 
notches in fillets.”

(1)
YSg=

1.3 YS

1.3–0.6 √ tg
ρg

Where:
 tg defect depth (mm)
 ρg defect radius (mm)

Influence of Hobbing Tool Generating 
Scallops on Root Fillet Stress Concentrations
Benjamin S. Sheen and Matt Glass
This paper discusses a specific example regarding parallel-sided splines manufactured with a finish hobbing 
process and their effects on generating root fillet stress concentrations. To estimate the value of the stress 
concentrations, finite element analysis (FEA) was conducted on the components for two unique hobbing tool 
designs. The FE results are compared to actual component field service histories.
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Figure 1  Parallel-sided external spline.
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The Game-Changing Mitsubishi GE Series 
CNC Gear Hobbing Machines.
A quick glance at Mitsubishi’s GE Series Gear hobbing machine doesn’t 
reveal the truth behind it’s real power. However, when you evaluate the 
output the full picture is dramatic and clear. With an all new, utlra-effi cient 
dry cutting design, the GE series machines produce gears up to 50% faster 
than previous technologies—with all the precision your specifi cations 
demand. This kind of boost in productivity is sure to help you be more 
competitive in the marketplace and pump up your profi ts. Experience 
the world-class performance of the GE series hobbing machines at 
www.mitsubishigearcenter.com or contact sales at 248-669-6136.GEseries

GE20A

The Advantage 
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Productivity

Our Technologies, Your Tommorow
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Looking for some simple yet 
useful advice heading into 
IMTS 2016? Never second guess your 
machine tool investment. Flexibility is a 
mandatory requirement in gear manu-
facturing today. Accuracy, reliability and 
efficiency must improve with each new 
machine tool purchase. Innovation is 
always the end game. So it comes as no 
surprise that IMTS 2016 attendees will 
have plenty of gear grinding technolo-
gies to consider this fall.

“There has been an increasing 
demand for noise reduction as nine and 
10-speed automatic transmissions have 
become the norm,” said Enrico Landi, 
CEO of Samputensili. “Gear manufac-
turers are challenged to develop new 
technologies to handle higher speed 
transmissions, noise reduction and pro-
vide solutions that meet all customer 
requirements while keeping production 
costs in mind.”

Samputensili recently shared some 
of its machine tool innovations includ-
ing the new SG 160 Sky Grind and the 
GP 500 HL (a combined machine allow-
ing the user to grind on a long shaft, and 
in one set-up, a spline or gear, the OD 
diameters, and the related shoulders) 
with Gear Technology as well as a run-

down of the machines available today 
through Star SU in the U.S. grinding 
market.

Manufacturing Challenge 
Accepted
How are the latest gear grinding 
machines solving the manufacturing 
challenges that occur on today’s shop 

floor? Samputensili is focused 
on a few key areas accord-
ing to Roberto Bagni, prod-
uct manager. “The main fea-
tures for customers invest-
ing in the grinding process 
include the improved quality 
of ‘silent’ gears, a reduction in 
cycle times, a precise and flex-
ible dressing unit for profil-
ing the grinding worm wheel, 
a user-friendly and safe HMI 
and a total savings on invest-
ment, consumables, tools and 
energy.”

Noise reduction
Bagni said that extremely 
high accuracies are the norm 

for today’s hard-finishing technology. 
“There are several other aspects that help 
to improve noise characteristics includ-
ing topological grinding, superfinishing 
and surface topography.”

With topological grinding, the idea 
is to apply specific modifications to the 
grinding wheel in order to compensate 
the natural twist effect and to obtain the 
desired profile and lead.

Superfinishing divides the grinding 
wheel in two sections: grinding and pol-
ishing. In the grinding area, a standard 
ceramic bond is used for the rough-
ing and finishing process. In the pol-
ishing area, a resinoid bond is used for 
the superfinishing operation. Roughness 
even below 0.1 Ra is achievable with this 
process.

Surface topography controls the sur-
face pattern generated on the teeth dur-
ing grinding, through the definition of 
proper dressing and working parameter, 
in order to avoid the generation of any 
malicious resonances that could nega-
tively affect the noise level.

The Comprehensive Gear Grind
Samputensili Develops Alternatives to Conventional 
Gear Manufacturing Solutions
Matthew Jaster, Senior Editor

Double work spindles, driven by linear motors, make it possible to obtain a fast workpiece 
change and a chip-to-chip time under two seconds.

The G 160 is an innovative, patent-pending machine featuring 
a very stiff and unique architecture and only three stacking 
axis (Y, Z, A) granting the highest dynamic stiffness and a 
new virtual Y-axis.
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Swiss Precision 
Gear Grinding

Reishauer AG
Wallisellen / Switzerland
info@reishauer.com
www.reishauer.com

Reishauer Corporation
Elgin IL / USA
+1 847 888 38 28
usa@reishauer.com

Ever since we have invented continuous  
generating grinding, we have set the 
standard in the hard-finishing of gears.

Visit us at                     Booth N-7040
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Email your question — along with your name, 
job title and company name (if you wish to 
remain anonymous, no problem) to: jmcguinn@
geartechnology.com; or submit your question by 
visiting geartechnology.com.

Could you explain to me the difference between spiral bevel gear 
process face hobbing-lapping, face milling-grinding and Klingelnberg 
HPG? Which one is better for noise, load capacity and quality?

QUESTION

Hard-Finishing Spiral 
Bevel Gears

Expert response provided by Dr. 
Hermann J. Stadtfeld.

Face hobbing lapping. Spiral bevel 
gears have no length sliding between 
the flank surfaces while they mesh. If 
they are lapped, the lapping action fully 
depends on the profile sliding. However, 
at the pitch line, the profile sliding is 
zero and the lapping removal as well. 
It is therefore very difficult to lap spi-
ral bevel gears (in contrast to hypoid 
gears which lap very well). The mate-
rial removal principles, of the three 
discussed hard-finishing methods, are 
shown in the graphics for Figure 1. 

Face milled spiral bevel gearsets 
have generating flats on their surfaces 
which are parallel to the contacting lines 
between them during meshing. The lap-
ping process will follow the generating 
flats and magnify the ripple they cause 
if the lapping takes too long. In other 
words, spiral bevel gears are difficult to 
lap due to the missing length sliding. If 
spiral bevel gears are face milled, then 
they present a combination of obstacles 
which makes them rather “unlappable.” 

Face hobbed spiral bevel gearsets 
have generating flats which cross under 
10 degrees to 20 degrees the contact-
ing lines between the flanks. The lap-
ping motion moves the lapping com-
pound across the ripples which reduces 
them and makes the lapping efficient. 
However, there is still the obstacle with 
the missing sliding velocity along the 
pitch line. It is only possible to lap face 
hobbed spiral bevel gearsets for a very 
short time (e.g. 30 sec.) with low torque 
(e.g. 5 Nm). The contact before lapping 
must be positioned to the top-toe at the 
drive side and towards the top-heel on 
the coast side. Also, the pitch line needs 

to be very high (towards the topland) on 
the gear member. 

Although the gear quality of face 
hobbed/lapped gears is often rated only 
in the AGMA 10 to 11 range, roll behav-
ior, break-in properties and strength are 
very good. One of the great advantages 
of face hobbed/lapped bevel gearsets is 
the insensitivity to housing deflection 
and building tolerances.   

Face milling grinding. The obstacles 
with lapped spiral bevel gearsets previ-
ously described make the face milling/
grinding combination process the choice 
for spiral bevel gears. While face hobbed 
gears cannot be ground because of their 
epicyclical lead function, face milled 

sets are ideal for grinding. The grinding 
wheel just emulates the silhouette of the 
cutting blades in the soft cutting process. 
The direction of the generating flats has 
no influence to the process and the final 
results. It is recommended for strength 
reasons to avoid root grinding; how-
ever, the fillet region should show a soft 
blend between the ground flank surfaces 
and the root. Root grinding will form 
a slightly different fillet surface than 
the previous soft cutting operation with 
separate inside and outside blades. The 
grinding wheel will remove steps and 
fins and therefore cause “invisible notch-
es” in the material structure. To “design 
around” root grinding, it is recommend-

Figure 1  Hard-finishing material removal mechanisms.

Figure 2  Semi-finish strategy.
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“On the left, you’ll see our 
state-of-the-art heat treating 
facility that includes two car-
burizing furnace systems and a 
large, custom-designed quench 
press.” Over the years, I’ve toured 
many a gear manufacturing facility 
where the heat treat department stole the 
show. Maybe it’s the massively deep pit 
furnaces, the Star Trek-esque control 
rooms and the large overhead cranes 
moving components around the facility. 
Perhaps it’s simply all the pyrotechnics 
remind me of a really great rock concert. 
Regardless, heat treating is such a critical 
step in the gear manufacturing process 
it’s no surprise several manufacturers 
have brought it in-house.

Others continue to outsource the work 
to a heat treat provider that provides 
stability, quality and a trouble-free end 
product. Why do they work with the 
same companies time and time again? 
How do these relationships form in the 
first place? What steps should you take 
to determine what heat treat company 
you should work with? We asked gear 
manufacturers, heat treat providers and 
consultants to weigh in on these and 
other related issues.

The Manufacturers Perspective-
Nordex
Nordex Inc. manufactured standard 
components in the 70s and early 80s 
before turning to custom work giving 
the company’s engineers more free-
dom to design new products and bring 
innovative ideas to its customer base. 
Nordex’s custom components have 
appeared in aerospace, marine and med-
ical applications to name a few. By com-
bining electro-mechanical expertise with 
clean room capabilities, the company 
now performs manufacturing systems 
integration for semiconductor and ana-
lytical equipment as well as precision 
machining, gear design and production.

Nicholas Antonelli, senior engineer at 
Nordex Inc. provided Gear Technology 
with some insight on outsourcing heat 

Checking Up on Your Heat Treater
What Quality & Performance Characteristics Should You Look For?
Matthew Jaster, Senior Editor
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Three important factors when selecting a heat treater include 
technology, material handling and technical knowledge and 
expertise (photo courtesy of Dreyfus + Associates Photography).

Throughout the manufacturing process, heat 
treatment is consistently viewed as a critical step 
for adding value to the parts produced. A part 
expensively manufactured by melting, hot 
rolling or forging, annealing, rough machining, 
teeth cutting and grinding is essentially useless 
and of little to no value without heat 
treatment. In addition, without reliable and 
repeatable heat treatment, it is impossible to 
achieve competitive overall manufacturing 
costs.

Amazingly, the cost for a manufacturing step 
that adds such a high value is only a fraction of 
the total production costs – generally in the 
range of no more than 5%. This percentage, 
however, increases to roughly 15% of the cost 
per part if all further post-treatment process 
steps inherent with, or caused by, heat 
treatment – such as cleaning, blasting, 
straightening and/or grinding – are taken into 
account. Therefore, a noticeable reduction of 
manufacturing costs is only possible by 
minimizing the distortion of parts. For this, all 
the influencing parameters like steel melting, 
forming of the parts, uniformity of microstructure 
and hardenability, as well as ... 

Make Your Atmosphere Furnace Work for You: 

bit.ly/GT-ATLAS816

Read the full technical 
article for tips on making 
the most of your atmosphere 
heat-treating system: 

www.IpsenUSA.com

of the 
Trade 

for Carburizing and 
 Quenching

Call Our Sales Team

1-800-727-7625
Ask for Mike, ext. 2545
International: +1-815-332-2545

From system integration to energy efficiency, 
Ipsen’s ATLAS integral quench batch furnace 
has the answers. 

The ATLAS features …

   •  Single-chain furnace model that  
       integrates into existing lines with ease*

   •  Intuitive, user-friendly Carb-o-Prof®        
       controls software that delivers time- 
       and cost-saving simulation 
       functions and adaptive control 

   •  Recon® III Burners that increase 
       thermal efficiency up to 75%

   •  Resilient refractory lining that 
       uses insulating fibers and rigid 
       firebricks

   •  Consistent uniformity 

*Compatible with most single-chain, 
  in-out-style atmosphere furnace lines

Phone: 847-649-1450 • sales@star-su.com
5200 Prairie Stone Pkwy. • Ste. 100 • Hoffman Estates • IL 60192

Star SU carries a line of FFG Modul chamfer/deburring machines that best suits your 
requirements, whether you opt for a standalone machine (CD 250), an automated 
solution for your line (CDA 250) or a � exible all-in-one (CDX 250).

The CD series is designed for chamfering, chamfer-roller and deburring of straight or helical 
gears and shafts. The horizontal design supports the continuous chip evacuation and tools are 
not clogged with chips for longer tool life and better workpiece quality. Workpiece and tools 
are automatically synchronized and positioned. Speed and feed force can be adjusted. The 
tailstock can be adjusted axially to � t various workpiece lengths. Clamping includes position 
monitoring.

FFG Modul CDA 250
Automated chamfering 
& deburring

Visit Us at IMTS at Booth N-6924 and W-2258
www.star-su.com

HOBBING GRINDING

BEVEL GEARS HEAT TREATING

Gear Technology is published by The American 
Gear Manufacturers Association and written for 
the gear industry.
Our articles cover every phase in the life of a gear, 
including design, manufacturing, inspection, heat 
treating and end use.
For more than 37 years, gear industry decision 
makers have turned to Gear Technology for 
our unbiased technical content, decades of 
editorial experience and the breadth and depth of 
coverage. Today, the THE MICHAEL GOLDSTEIN 
GEAR TECHNOLOGY LIBRARY at geartechnology.
com is the most comprehensive collection of gear 
manufacturing information and technical articles 
available anywhere. From print to online, from the 
GT LIBRARY and e-mail to webinar production, you 
can turn to us to put your message alongside the 
industry's most trusted and read content.
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“If you want to reach the gear industry,
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As Operations Manager at 
Schafer Gear Works’ 100,000 sq. 
ft. South Bend, Indiana facility, 
Paresh Shah is justifiably proud 
of the investment his company 
has made in a new generation 
of gear grinders to meet the 
demand for precision ground 
spur and helical gears as large 
as 250 mm in diameter. Two high-
ly automated hard finish grinding cells 
now give Schafer the capacity to pro-
duce some 15 to 20 different gears in 
volumes ranging from 5,000 to 100,000 

each annually. These include tight-toler-
ance applications such as the twin turbo-
chargers that help power the hot-selling 
Dodge Challenger Hellcat, and Schafer’s 
own ‘Driveline’ golf car axles, reputed to 
be the quietest axles in the industry.

Schafer Gear and Shah sought to 
squeeze more capacity out of the opera-
tion. This meant focusing attention on 
the quality lab which, according to Shah, 
had now become an expensive bottle-
neck. “We have eight grinders that each 
require perhaps one new gear setup a 
day — and each setup requires a first-

part inspection in the gear lab and 
acceptance before the operator will run 
the next part,” he explains. “Shuttling 
these parts back and forth between the 
machine and the quality lab can take 
upwards of 20-30 minutes, multiplied 
by the two or three times it typically 
takes to dial in the machine. If this is 
happening just once a day for our eight 
machines, you’re looking at expensive 
idle time for many millions of dollars of 
machinery that should be making parts.”

Additionally, Schafer’s quality lab also 
must support, two or three times a day, 

The Wait is Over for Lab-Level 
Shop Floor Inspection
Schafer Gear Works greatly reduces gear inspection queue 
time and adds precious capacity by installing Gleason’s 
new ‘shop-hardened’ 300GMS P gear inspection system.
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Putting the ‘shop-hardened’ 300GMS P in close proximity 
to Schafer’s two high-volume hard finish grinding cells 
saves hours of queue and transport time every day.

www.stresstechgroup.com

GearScan 500

Be sure 
your gears
are perfect
grinding quality and heat treatment control by Barkhausen Noise
residual stress measurement by X-ray diffraction

Hail to the Quick-Change King
Quick-change capabilities are far and away the 
most demanded feature for workholding tools, 
and everyone’s finding their own niche to fill.
Alex Cannella, News Editor

It’s the year of the quick-change 
tool. From chucks to mandrels, 
workholding manufacturers 
across the industry are seeing 
a continuing trend from their 
customers: give us more quick-
change. This year is no different. In 
fact, quick-change may be gathering 
even more steam, as manufacturers are 
seeing a universal spike in demand for 
quick-change capable products.

“The biggest thing our customers 
want is they want their spindles to stay 
running,” Tim Zenoski, global prod-
uct director for workholding at Gleason 
said. “And they want the workholding 
to be completely tool-less or something 
they can change over in minutes or sec-
onds.”

This isn’t a new phenomenon. Quick-
change has been gaining steam for some 
time, but now, bigger than ever, it’s 
on everybody’s lips. For everyone we 
talked to, it was the number one thing 
their customers were requesting. It’s an 
increasingly common mantra these days 
to “do more with less,” so it shouldn’t 
come as much of a surprise that quick 
changeover solutions, which scratch that 
exact itch, are hot right now.

“It all comes down to how many dol-
lars it costs to run a machine for a period 
of time, and how efficiently that machine 
can run/produce workpieces during this 
period,” David Jones, precision work-
holding manager at Emuge, said. “In any 
light all companies look at this value, 
and machine uptime is utterly impor-
tant to all of them. This is where quick-
change, or even part family adaptability, 
come into play.”

But there’s more to quick change-
over’s current popularity than just natu-
ral appeal. Economic factors are also 
coming into play. With some industrial 
sectors taking hits (like, say, the energy 
sector), some companies are left in the 
lurch with a sudden lack of business, 

and many of them are turning to quick-
change products to try and make up for 
losses caused by rough markets and eco-
nomic conditions by streamlining their 
processes to cut expenses elsewhere.

“Every time the economy takes a 
downturn, we see a renewed interest in 
‘how can we make it faster, better, and 
change over quicker?’” Larry Robbins, 
vice president of sales and marketing 
at SMW Autoblok, said. “Well, right 
now, there’s certain shops that are in dire 
straits, and they’re looking for any way 
to increase profitability...and that’s where 
quick-change comes into play. Whether 
it be a chuck or an entire system, interest 
peaks in times like this.”

While quick-change manufacturers 
are seeing increased demand for their 

products, they’re also seeing more 
demanding requests. Customers are 
constantly asking for much the same of 
what’s being demanded of them: bet-
ter products that can do more with less. 
According to Robbins, customers are 
asking for products that are “better, fast-
er, smarter.”

“That’s kind of hard with chucks,” 
Robbins said. “Because there’s really 
nothing smart about a piece of steel. A 
piece of steel is a piece of steel is a piece 
of steel, all day long.”

It’s a bit difficult to imagine how to 
reinvent something as simple as a chuck. 
Quick-change workholding has been 
around for decades now, and pretty 
much everyone manufactures a quick-
change capable product of some kind, 

SMW Autoblok's D-Vario modular chuck features 
interchangeable jaw sets, key lock systems and 
clamping pins. It's just one of many ways that 

quick-change technology is diversifying.
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  Movable shaping head 
  Short setup times thanks to NC axes
  Tool interface: SK 40

  High productivity with 1,500 double strokes/min
  Two-track cam system with automatic adjustment
  Very efficient automation

New shaping machine LSF 180
During the development of the new shaping machine in the 180 mm working range, the focus was on 
high flexibility and productivity. With the new movable shaping head a variety of different workpieces with 
different lengths can be machined. Cluster gears can also be easily shaped with this machine in one 
clamping set-up. This LSF 180 is ideal for every user in gear manufacturing.

Liebherr Performance.

Liebherr Gear Technology, Inc.
1465 Woodland Drive
Saline, Michigan 48176-1259
Phone.: +1 734 429 72 25
E-mail: info.lgt@liebherr.com
www.liebherr.com

Visit us at:

IMTS 2016
September 12 - 17, 2016
Chicago, USA
North Hall, Booth N-6930
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Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication 
(EHL): A Review
Robert Errichello

Introduction
This review of elastohydrodynamic lubri-
cation (EHL) was derived from many 
excellent sources (Refs. 1–5). The review 
of Blok’s flash temperature theory was 
derived from his publications (Refs. 6–9). 
An excellent general reference on all 
aspects of tribology is the Encyclopedia of 
Tribology (Ref. 10).

Gear teeth, rolling element bear-
ings, cams, and other non-conforming 
Hertzian contacts are lubricated by the 
EHL mechanism.

Figure 1 is an enlarged view of a lubri-
cated Hertzian contact. It shows the dis-
tribution of film pressure and film thick-
ness between two steel cylinders in roll-
ing contact. Note that Figure 1 exagger-
ates the vertical distance and shrinks the 
horizontal distance for purposes of illus-
tration. An actual EHL contact is typ-
ically 1,000 times wider than the film 
thickness. The EHL contact starts with 
a slowly converging inlet region where 
the lubricant is entrained and hydrody-
namic pressure is generated. The film 
pressure gradually increases in the inlet 
region until it reaches the leading edge 
of the Hertzian region where the pres-
sure quickly builds to values that are 
essentially equal to the Hertzian contact 
stress. Under high pressure, the lubricant 
viscosity increases exponentially to the 
extent that the lubricant cannot escape 
because its viscosity is too high. Within 
the Hertzian region, the bodies are sepa-
rated by a constant film thickness. At 
the end of the Hertzian region there is a 
constriction near the outlet that forms 
the minimum film thickness. Within the 
Hertzian region the film pressure follows 
the Hertzian pressure, except for a sharp 
spike in pressure just upstream from the 
constriction at the outlet. Within the con-
striction, the film pressure drops rapidly 
to atmospheric pressure.

The inlet region. The lubricant that is 
adsorbed on the surfaces of the contact-
ing bodies is entrained into the EHL con-

tact by the rolling motion of the bodies. 
Entrainment of the lubricant is greatly 
facilitated by its viscosity increase because 
the high viscosity resists flow, makes it 
more difficult to squeeze the lubricant 
out, and viscous drag forces cause it to 
move with the surfaces into the Hertzian 
region. As a result, the inlet pumps the 
film up to a thickness that is sufficient to 
separate the opposing bodies.

EHL film thickness is determined by 
the viscosity and pressure-viscosity coef-
ficient of the lubricant in the inlet region. 
For gears, the lubricant that is entrained 
into the inlet is molecularly attached to 
the surfaces of the pinion and wheel teeth 
and consists of thin boundary layers that 
immediately take on the bulk surface 
temperatures of the pinion and wheel 
teeth. Consequently, EHL film thickness 
is determined by the equilibrium bulk 

surface temperatures of the pinion and 
wheel teeth in the inlet region before the 
lubricant reaches the Hertzian region.

Bulk surface temperature. When the 
pinion and wheel are running under a 
given load, the surfaces of the pinion and 
wheel teeth are heated by the sliding fric-
tion between the gear teeth and gradu-
ally increase in temperature until finally 
reaching the equilibrium bulk surface 
temperatures after many revolutions.

Inlet shear heating. In a fully flood-
ed EHL contact, only a fraction of the 
lubricant can pass through the contact. 
Therefore, some of the lubricant is reject-
ed and reverse flow occurs in the inlet. 
Furthermore, if there is sliding in addition 
to rolling, heat is generated by shearing 
of the lubricant. Churning and shearing 
generate heat that increases the lubricant 
temperature above the average bulk sur-
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Plant Surveys  /  Tech Support  /  Training
Color Coded Lube Charts & Machine Tags   

Lubrication Software  /  Follow-Up Oil Analysis 

Backed By:

ESP
Lubriplate ®

Complimentary Extra Services Package

PGO & PGO-FGL SERIES GEAR OILS
• Ultra High-Performance, Polyalkylene Glycol (PAG)-Based, Gear Lubricants.
• ECO-Friendly - Extended Service Life, Energy Conserving.
• PGO-FGL Series is NSF H1 Registered, NSF/ISO 21469 Certified, Food Grade.  

SYN LUBE SERIES GEAR OILS
• High-Performance, 100% Synthetic, Polyalphaolefin (PAO)-Based Fluids.
• Compatible with Petroleum-Based Oils for Easy Conversion.
• Available in ISO Grades 150 through 1000.  

SYN LUBE HD SERIES
• Heavy-Duty, Polyalphaolefin (PAO)-Based Synthetic Gear Lubricants.
• Meets AGMA EP (Extreme Pressure) Requirements.
• For Heavy-Duty Applications. 

SYNTHETIC WORM GEAR LUBRICANT
• 100% Synthetic, Polyalphaolefin (PAO)-Based Fluid, ISO 460 Grade.
• Formulated Especially for Worm Gear Applications.
• Provides Excellent Oxidation Resistance.

SFGO ULTRA SERIES FOOD GRADE GEAR OILS 
• NSF H1 Registered, NSF/ISO 21469 Certified, Food Machinery Grade.
• High-Performance, 100% Synthetic, Polyalphaolefin (PAO)-Based Fluids.
• Provides Excellent Oxidation Resistance.

To Learn More About These and Lubriplate’s Other Lubricants Call 908-489-7355 or visit www.lubriplate.com

Newark, NJ 07105 / Toledo, OH 43605 / www.lubriplate.com 
Contact Ellen GIrard, Lubriplate’s OEM Marketing Analyst 
Tel: 908-489-7355 / E-mail: egirard@lubriplate.com

SYNTHETIC GEAR OILS WITH   

THE POWER
TO PROTECT
More and more gear manufacturers are specifying Lubriplate Lubricants for their machinery. Why? 
With 146 Years of Lubrication Experience, they know Lubriplate has the Quality Products and 
Services to meet their needs, the needs of their equipment and the needs of their customers. 

Products Include:

The Brand OEMs Can Trust 
When Specifying Lubricants
For Their Machinery 3

Over the last 15 years, there has been 
significant growth in the number of 
transmission types as well as their com-
plexity: manual, conventional automat-
ic, dual clutch, automated manual, con-
tinuously variable, split power and pure 
EV transmissions. Alongside this, most 
manufacturers are now simultaneously 
developing conventional, hybrid and all-
electric vehicles, with each type requir-
ing different driveline architectures.

A continuous drive to deliver optimal 
efficiency alongside reduced weight and 
cost also means that newer powertrains 
feature much closer integration of the 
gearbox, prime mover and energy recov-
ery systems and rely on sophisticated 
control systems to ensure optimum per-
formance and efficiency at all times.

This shift in technical complexity has 
occurred against a backdrop of increased 
competition and demands for great effi-
ciency, as well as a need to comply with 
changing legislative and industry stan-
dards. More than ever, vehicle manufac-
turers must innovate and bring to mar-
ket powertrains that are comparatively 
unproven.

For the engineering teams tasked 
with developing these new powertrains, 
resources are being pushed harder than 
ever, and development processes are now 
very much under scrutiny.

Typically, manufacturers have used a 
range of individual CAE software tools 

and methods to sim-
ulate and design sep-
arate components 
such as gears, meshes, 
gear microgeometry, 
shafts and bearings.

Whilst the sophis-
tication and accuracy 
of these tools are not 
in question, the fact 
that many calcula-
tions are made with-
out considering the 
effects of the entire 
system can lead to 
later problems dur-
ing the manufactur-
ing process, which 
in turn can prove 
incredibly time con-
suming and expen-
sive to correct. For 
example, powertrain noise and vibration 
issues might go undetected until the first 
hardware prototypes have been tested.

The transfer of data (or lack thereof) 
between different design and analysis 
tools can compound the problem. In 
some cases, basic concept design chang-
es can take weeks to ripple through vari-
ous departments, often requiring manual 
updating of models, which is both slow 
and error prone. This can be a major 
hindrance to the creation of optimal, 
cost-effective designs.

Component-level software tools 
have traditionally been unable to 
provide the over-arching system-
level analysis needed within mod-
ern integrated design approach-
es. Many manufacturers recognize 
that this critical issue needs to be 
addressed, but when it comes to 
implementing a strategy to achieve 
this, it can be a case of “easier said 
than done.”

Here are some examples of the 
actions you can take to address 
real-world challenges posed in the 
design and development process:

Pressure for Faster and Lower-
Cost Development
Cost reduction and faster time-to-mar-
ket are becoming the mantra for today’s 
driveline engineers. Carmakers are 
requiring shorter and cheaper develop-
ment cycles, meaning less time to work 
and a heightened pressure from senior 
management to get things right the first 
time. The fallout from this means design 
and analysis phases must be more effi-
cient and more streamlined.

In order to address this, it is impera-
tive that action is taken during the ear-
liest parts of the design and analysis 
phase, widely identified as the key area 
in which process improvements can be 
made. Traditionally, the earliest stages 
of production are carried out in isola-
tion with prototypes tested and problems 
fixed later during the production pro-
cess. The fallout from this includes slow 
development cycles, high development 
costs, opportunity for miscommunica-
tion and errors, and limited opportunity 
for innovation.

Romax’s Right First Time approach 
aims to update designs early on in the 
design process, where changes can be 

The Modern Approach to Transmission 
System Design and Analysis
Jamie Pears

Figure 1  Acoustic radiation predicted using results generated by 
RomaxDesigner.

Figure 2  Acoustic radiation predicted using results 
generated by RomaxDesigner.
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Our Technologies, Your Tommorow

The many-generations-improved Mitsubishi CNC gear cutting machine 
simplifi es programming like never before. It features Conversational 
Programming with built in macros for calculating cutting speeds and feeds 
based upon material hardness and gear class with no need to know 
complicated G-code programming like traditional CNC machine tools. 
Easy to understand graphics and help screens allow new operators 
to master programming within a day after installation—and  shops that have 
never cut a gear before can quickly cut their teeth and expand production.

Input Gear Data 
from process sheet 
or part print. Input 
distance from work 
table to bottom of gear.

Input Cutter Data 
from cutter drawing 
or box.

Cutting speeds and 
feeds automatically 
calculated as well 
as cutter paths.

CNC Gear
Machine

Programming:

Easy as
1-2-3

1

2

3

Advanced Gear Cutting Capabilities at Your Finger Tips

For more information visit 
mitsubishigearcenter.com
or contact Sales at 248-669-6136.
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2022 EDITORIAL CALENDAR — PRINT
ISSUE FOCUS IN EVERY ISSUE TOPICS SHOW 

COVERAGE
ADVERTISING 

DEADLINE

January/
February

Cutting Tools / State 
of the Gear Industry

Gear Manufacturing, 
Gear Design

Annual Survey, Emerging Technologies, 
Future of the Gear Industry, Training & 

Education, Automotive, Aerospace, Off-
Highway, Industrial Gears, Standards, 

Tool Sharpening, e-Mobility

January 13

March/April Metals & Metallurgy Gear Manufacturing, 
Gear Design

Heat Treating, Forgings, Gear Blanks, 
Steel, Hardness Testing, Materials, 

Contract Manufacturing
March 10

May Surface Finishing Gear Manufacturing, 
Gear Design

Grinding, Chamfering, Deburring, Coating, 
Isotropic Finishing, Honing, Shot Peening, 

Coolants & Lubricants, Oil & Gas
April 7

June Quality Gear Manufacturing, 
Gear Design

Inspection Equipment, Metrology, 
Gages, Vision, Software, NDT, Lean, 
Maintenance, Aerospace, Medical

May 12

July Machining 
Technology

Gear Manufacturing, 
Gear Design

IMTS Pre-Show, Machine Tools, Cutting 
Tools, Workholding, Toolholding, Grinding 
Wheels, Automation, Robotics, Hobbing, 

Shaping, Skiving, 5-Axis, Controls, 
Broaching

IMTS June 2

August IMTS Gear Manufacturing, 
Gear Design

Booth Previews, Machine Tools, 
Cutting Tools, Workholding, IIot/Smart 

Manufacturing
IMTS July 21

September/
October Heat Treating Gear Manufacturing, 

Gear Design
Additive Manufacturing, Prototypes, 
Software, Powder Metal, Plastics/

Composites, Workholding, Toolholding
September 15

November/
December Buyers Guide Gear Manufacturing, 

Gear Design

Back to Basics, Service, Lubrication, 
Condition Monitoring, Training & 

Education, Energy, IIoT, Software, Tooling 
Services, Spare Parts, Reconditioning/

Refurbishing

November 10



2022 EDITORIAL CALENDAR — E-MAIL NEWSLETTER
ISSUE FOCUS IN EVERY ISSUE ADVERTISING DEADLINE

January 5 Cutting Tools Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design December 30, 2020
January 12 Big Gears Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design January 6
January 19 Fine-Pitch Gears Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design January 13
January 26 Lubrication Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design January 20
February 2 Automation Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design January 27
February 9 Heat Treating Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design February 3

February 16 Workholding & Toolholding Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design February 10
February 23 Broaching Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design February 11

March 2 Bevel Gears Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design February 24
March 9 Additive Manufacturing Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design March 3

March 16 e-Mobility Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design March 10
March 23 Hobbing Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design March 17

April 6 Gear Blanks Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design March 31
April 13 Plastic Gears Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design April 7
April 20 Grinding Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design April 14
April 27 Software Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design April 21
May 4 Metrology Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design April 28

May 11 Cutting Tools Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design May 5
May 18 Heat Treating Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design May 12
May 25 Skiving Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design May 19
June 1 Splines Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design May 26
June 8 Chamfering & Deburring Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design June 2
June 15 CTI Drivetrain Symposium Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design June 9
June 22 Workholding Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design June 16
July 6 Gear Shaping Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design June 30

July 13 Powder Metal Gears Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design July 7
July 20 Robotics Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design July 14
July 27 Forgings Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design July 21

August 3 e-Mobility Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design July 28
August 10 Heat Treating Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design August 4
August 17 IMTS Preview Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design August 11
August 24 Gear Inspection Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design August 18

September 7 IMTS Preview Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design September 1
September 14 Cutting & Grinding Fluids Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design September 8
September 21 Software Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design September 15
September 28 Turning, Milling & 5-Axis Machining Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design September 22

October 5 Skiving Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design September 29
October 12 Cutting Tools Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design October 6
October 19 Honing Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design October 13
October 26 Grinding Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design October 20

November 2 Lubrication Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design October 27
November 9 Software Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design November 3

November 16 IIoT/Industry 4.0 Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design November 10
November 23 Custom Gear Manufacturing Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design November 17
December 7 Shot Peening Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design December 1

December 14 Automation Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design December 8
December 21 Heat Treating Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design December 15
December 28 Tool Sharpening Gear Manufacturing, Gear Design December 22

 --



The Right Tools for Your Marketing Goals!
As technology changes and readers’ information consumption and response habits evolve, so 
must your marketing strategy. That’s why we continue to develop and improve our tools to drive 
both brand recognition and response. While print remains the dominant tool to reach and impact 
this highly technical field, we offer many digital tools designed to enhance branding, response 
and lead generation. Integrated marketing is the key to a successful marketing plan in 2022.

www.geartechnology.com/adinfo.htm

Power Integrated Package
(Branding & Lead Gen) — Save 50%
Print ads — Full Page, 4-color — All 8 issues
E-mail Impact Block Ads — Monthly (12×)
Home Page Web Banner — 12 months
Buyers Guide Premium Listing — 12 months

Webinar or White Paper Promotion — 1×

PRINT – Maximum visibility ideal for brand 
awareness.
• Display Ads (next to editorial)
• sMart Ads (special value rates)
• Buyers Guide Ads (special value rates)
• IMTS Showstopper Exhibitor Ads (special value rates)

E-MAIL – Drive response in Gear Technology e-mail 
programs (GDPR / CAN-SPAM compliant.)
• E-newsletter
• Dedicated E-mail
• Native (sponsored content)

GEARTECHNOLOGY.COM – Be seen on the gear 
industry’s web site.
• Home page banners
• Keyword banners
• Online Buyers Guide
• Native (sponsored content)

INTEGRATED PROGRAMS – Multiple formats to 
maximize response and reach more readers.
• White Papers
• Webinars
• Custom programs

AGMA Media
American Gear Manufacturers Association
1840 Jarvis Ave., Elk Grove Village, IL 60007-2440
Phone: 847-437-6604 Fax: 847-437-6618
www.geartechnology.com
Dave Friedman, Associate Publisher & Advertising Sales Manager, 
friedman@agma.org

For complete, detailed information, including ad rates and specs, 
visit www.geartechnology.com/adinfo.htm[ ]


